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CLUB NEWS
As forecast in the last issue, your Ed was molested by a group of athletic young native girls - but quickly released when they
The only radio aspect of the holiday was a visit to Let
discovered that he did not measure up to their expectations!
Leo's
station
puts all others your Ed has seen in the shade. If all CDXC
Haijsman, W4KA, long-time WWI Awards Manager.
It was interesting to hots
members assembled their stations in one room they might have something approaching Leo's set up!
that the quad appeared to be the most popular amateur antenna and that almost every house had a tower of some sort - whether it
be for amateur antennas. CD or just for TV.

CLUB LOGO STAMP

Those who ordered the logo stamp should have received it last week. Please use the stamp on your QSL cards
and other amateur correspondence to promote the name of the Club.

MEMBERSHIP LIST

Congratulations to those who noticed the deliberate mistake in the recently published list. Prize5 are on the
way but meantime please add:
0434-712344
40 Watchet Lane, Holmer Green, High Wycombe, Bucks.
P. Barville
Peter
G3XJS
There has been minimal response to the request for nominations for the next batch of awards. The list is:

CDXC MERIT AWARD

VU2RM

YU2DX

DL1VU

"LIAM

BY1PK

Wirt

XU1SS
VP6TC

1S1CK

3N1MM

CE0AE

Plus these joint efforts:
ZLS group;

XU1SS QA group);

VU7WCY group;

He

iDL group);

HKOTU group;

The Committee has decided that 10 awards should be made so will members please let
member - ASAP. You have two weeks to vote.

TIOAA group;

BMA group

G3VIE have their votes - up to ter per

Following the discussions at the AGM, those members attending the social function are asked to contribute E2.50 plus.
El per YL,XYL attending. A proportion will go towards catering costs and the remainder to Club funds. There are a number of
important Npeditions in various stages of planning which will require financial assistance and, hopefully, by collecting small
contributions from members attending social gatherings, CDXC can assist such efforts. Contributions to Roger, G3LOP, as soon
as possible please - we don't want to have to rattle collecting boxes on the day!!!

JUNE 3RD

MORAN Talking of social gatherings, Fr. Moran is expected in the UK sometime in December and will be staying near
Henley. Anyone proposing to throw a gathering around that time might keep this in mind.
9N1MM FR.

1985 If such a thing takes place, would anyone be interested in joining a party to attend? Initial indications are
that a return fare of about E380 could be had for a party of 15 or more

VISALIA

THE DX SCENE
On 1st May Jim Smith was heard to say that the proposed expedition
OMR,C0J,DOG,JEO,OFW,OZF,PECOTC,FXT,GED,PEC)
may be delayed for 4 days. However, Ian, G4LJF, reports that the feeling in the Far East is that the expedition may not taka
place until later in the year. It also appears that those in need of a QSL from Chito's previous operation may remain needy.
One report says that Chita is an extremely friendly young man in his twenties but who was not a Her when he went to Panata Cay
Another report says that about 1000 QSL cards have been despatched and that it is
and was rather overwhelmed by it all.
Several DU stations have expressed disenchantment with Chito's
unlikely that the remaining 1500 odd will be answered.
performance QSL-wise.

SPRATLY IS

DESECHEO ISLAND

KP5

(JEGOZF,VIE,GED,LjF,PEO)

NP4GD reports that he and four other operators are planning to activate KP5

from 23-30th May.
Dave, KX6DS, intends clearing the bands before the end of his two-year operation. In the first 4.5
months he has made over 13,000 DSOs.

MARSHALL ISLANDS KX6

PACIFIC

Duane Asherman, W6REC/ZLOAJW, should be ORV as 3D2DA for a few days around 10th May. He has a licence for Pitcairn
(VR6DA) but operation depends on transportation. Duane favours 40-160m operation. Using the call VK9LL, Duane was the first
operator to air the new Lord Howe prefix.

KERMADEC ZLB

(PEC,YMC,GED)
Warwick, 2L8AFH, worked over 100 stations on the VK9NS net on Thursday 3rd May.
Jim reported
that he expects Warwick to be DRV next Wednesday, 9th May, commencing 0500z. Only five months remain before Warwick goes ;QP7
so those in need should be employing every trick in the book. He is not difficult to work - you've just got to be around at
the right time. LIDXB reports Warwick will honour skeds on 40, 80 and 160m.

NIGER 5U

(C0J,OFW,YMC,FXT,GED,PEO) Chuck thinks he may get permission to operate at very short notice - ears to the ground
5U7ES/M was with a British TV team and probably unlicenced.

chaps

PRIBILOF KL7

DXAC vote was deadlocked eight for, eight against. They will study the application again and vote, for tne
third time, in the future.
A lot of aggravation has been caused by the result of the vote being leaked before it had teen
submitted in writing to Newington.
UGANDA 5X Terry, 5X5F5, who is nw in EI-land, is reported to be pocketing the dollars/IRCs with no intention of OSLing:
There is some doubt as to whether he held a licence but a neighbour is trying to coax logs from him. The nonsense surrounding
G8GRN/5X and G40T0 has done nothing for 'S" in the DX world. If you work Jim you are working a pirate - and if you send a QSL
you are wasting money.

CLIPPERTON FOG

(Many members)
There is a remote possibility of a visit to the Island by air by SOME of the frustrated
Dxpeditioners between now and early July. The trip may be arranged at short notice so those in need KEEP YOUR EARS TO THE
GROUND.

BOUVET 3Y

ZS5BK is said to be involved in a joint or concurrent Norwegian/South African Scientific expedition around Decemben

1984.

CHINA BY

(OFW,YMC,GED,LJF)
BYIPK ORT until end of May for training new ops. Jim Smith expects BY4AA to join his on his
14220 net 'shortly'.
BY4AA was very DRY last Friday around 17-1900z and worked mni EU stations (including 33VIE). Chen (YL)
promises to be on as often as possible particularly Fri and Sat 1700z onwards on 14.175mhz,

TAIWAN BV

BMA OSL to: OH2BH M. Leine, Nuottaniementi 10 D 20, 02230 Espoo 23, Finland.
A Dipedition by the DX Family Foundation of Japan is rumoured to have been postponed because the EU boys cleaned up in a tig
way. However, if they do show, OSL route is: DXFF, PO Box 12, Shinjukukita-Ochai 161, Japan.
NEW PREFIXES/CALLSIGNS Now being used by some Russian and French possession stations. New prefixes for France start

CANADA

VEBs in Yellowknife may use the prefix 0J8 from 23rd June-6th July.

MOM !AO

1.Jan

All VE3s may use 103 from 1st-30th June.

The recent operation produced 4003 030s including 166 on Top Band.

CAMBODIA XU

For those contemplating a far-east holiday, operating permits may be had from: Son San Tokyo Office, clo Mr
Measu Chan Leap, TBR Building £1007, 2-10-2, Nagata-Cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan ' Current operating times for
XUISS/XU1KC are: 02-0400z and 07-1400z on Sundays, frequencies 14030, 21030 and 28030 on cw and 14195, 21295 and 28595 ssb. LF
bands by sked only. Unconfirmed reports indicate that the village was recently overrun by Vietnamese with some loss of life so
the stations may be ORT for a while.

ZONE 31

For those chasing 5BWAZ, C21RK has again been reported in Europe on 28537khz at 1216z. OSL Box 139 Nauru.

W3HNK

Recent evidence indicates that Joe no longer replies via the burp'. However, he appears to retain cards received that
way and then answer them via any subsequent SAE's from the amateurs concerned.

DXCC

DXAC considering addition of 4U1VIC to countries list and also deletion of American Phoenix. This would be replaced by
Howland/Baker Is. and might well count as a new country. Indications from the various bulletins are that DXCC will remain as
we know it for some time to come. ARRL are to make Honor Roll plaques available when a suitable design has beer worked out.
ARRL are favourably inclined towards including the 18mhz and 24mhz bands in their awards programme when they become available
to US amateurs. However, 10mhz is not to be considered.

ALBANIA 211

OH2BH visits Tirana in July but has been given nothing by way of encouragement on the radio side.

3X4EX and DF3NZ/ST2 are nw
H44DX

ORT and have returned home.

Wes goes OR? in July and will thereafter be ORV as GD3RIH.
He will be particularly DRV on LF prior to closing down in
the Solomons and will be DRV daily around 14200 from 0630-0730z to set up skeds.

•

ODDS'N'ENDS
Nel, HKOHEU

KH9AB's Wife has
Cards for recent YVOAA operation should be mailed about now;
is the OM of Maria HKOFBF;
Jim Smith rumoured to to planning an
passed her novice exam and will be first YL on island since Muriel, VR4CQ/KW6 in 1977;
op from ECI and WCI as KC6JS;
H44R was operated by H44DX and H445H, QSL Box 258 Honiara.

HY GAIN

Have published a denial that their standards have dropped. The hardware which rusted was produced for only a snort
time and the company readily replaced troublesome items. All antennas now use stainless steel bolts, nuts, clamps, etc.
-

"QSL SURE OM..."
For some years Mike, WIDGJ, has been top of Honor Roll on mixed and 'phone with 346 worked and 345
confirmed. Last November Mike noted in an old log a contact with Gus, FQ8AF in French Equatorial Africa on 10m back in 1959.
At the time he had sent a QSL + usual to the operator but had received no reply. Deciding that as 24 years had elapsed enoug,
was enough and he scoured the Callbook but was unable to locate the operator concerned. He asked DRZDX to publish a requeet
for information and N5FW and KBMFO, both in the same boat, got together with Mike to do some detective work. Rick, ex-HC8MD,
suggested contacting FY7HN who was originally FDSHD. Mike also wrote to TUNE and TN8AD to see if they could help. He also
discovered over the air that FQBAF's brother is Jean-Louis, F9EF. F6INJ contacted F9EP and confirmed that the address Mike had
been using for Gus was correct. FHP passed the bad news that Gus is no longer an amateur.
At this point like wrote to Gus
and
Jean-Louis and other French amateurs in the same area in the hope that someone would convince Gus that his FUBAF card was
much needed.
Sure enough, Mike received his FUSAF card just 24 years 3 months and 5 days after the DSO and now has all 346,
confirmed!!!!
There must be a moral there somewhere. Your Ed is most happy in the knowledge that his 313c are confirmed!
MORE ON WRING.

QSLs for Don Miller, W9WNV's expeditions may be had from WOBN.
WiYRC still has logs for XV5A:.
Anyone know the DSL info or Stateside call of ex-KH3AA - 1980 vintage??
Tony G3OFW desperately wants a route.
computerised listing of 10,000 DSL Managers is available from: Fred Smith, 164KCL, 2265 Sweetbrier Dr., Alexandria, VA 22:07,
—

GRAY LINE
SV5OX says he is DRV every day on 1832khz from 0300-0345z and then DSYs to bottom 10khz of 40 or 80m.
157, Rhodes, Greece.

Stateside

stations may now use a full 1500w PEP output between 1.8 and 2mhz.

3D6AK

works his sunrise peak from 0330-0400z around 1825khz on Sundays. DSL via G3WFF.

FG7AM

is DRV at weekends near 3505khz or 1825khz around 0400z.

TG9AL

is QRV 1840khz at 0500z, 3800khz at 0400z, 7095khz 0300z.

WORKED IN EUROPE:
BY4AA 7002khz 0001z
UK1PG0 7062khz 0550z

WATCH FOR
from 3V2

DSL Stratis via Box

D68AM
VE6TY
TJIDS

7044khz 1850z
7009khz 0507z
7005khz 0400z

THEE
00512
JTODJT

7003khz
7073khz
7022khz

2052z
1938z
2202z

Believed active now:
DF4RDISV9
3A/DL1BA
31 by W4L27
FS7, PJ7, VP2EAJ by K2KTT 17th-29th May
9N1RN
SU1ER on 80m

MORE SAEs PLEASE from G3C0j, G4FXT if you

TNX

T30AT
H44IA
JT1AX

7004khz
7079khz
7072khz

0606z
1921z
1900z

JY9AANA3HUP in disguise)

wish to receive future editions

DXNS, DX-NL, DXpress, TDB, ERB, W4BPD, Long Skip, DRZ-DX

DJIUR et al

,
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CLUB NEWS
NEWSLETTER & DXNS

A large percentage of the 'DX Scene" feature is gleaned from foreign DX bulletins which are kindly loar:e.J
to your Editor by the Editors of DX News Sheet and occasionally CDXC Newsletter duplicates information appearing in t./±'_ usually because it is of vital importance! However, it has never been the intention that 'DX Scene" should be a Chinese copy
of DINS - even when reporting activity from BY1PK! Those not subscribing to DINS are missing the latest DX information.
regular, up-to-the-minute DX information all CDXC members are earnestly recommended to subscribe to DXNS and should rely o71
CDXC Newsletter only to 'fill the cracks".
Please remember to use the DXNS tele-mailbox for topical information - the numbers were published in Newsletter issue No. IL

KENNEDY MEMORIAL RUNNYMEDE Most of you are aware that the CDXC Committee are been planning the
operation of this special station. The one acre of ground is US soil and was aired during the US Bicentennial celebrations
under the unique US callsign WGIJFK. The CDXC Committee decided that it would be appropriate to attempt a further operatio5
from the site in August to coincide with the Olympic Games and to celebrate the 20th Anniversary of the gift of the Memorial
site to the people of the USA. Permission has been sought from the Kennedy Memorial Trust for a 3-day operation during the
first week in August covering all HF bands 10 80m cw and ssb and also 2m. Great progress has been made with the license aspect
Full
and a quite unique callsign has been offered by DTI/RRD but this will have to be agreed by the other agencies involved.
publicity will be given on the callsign when authority is received from those agencies. Your Committee is confiden that
:f
permission will be forthcoming but much assistance is needed from CDXC members to make the operation a suc:es,
nothing else for the Club PLEASE help this time. We need to organise equipment, antennas, tents, power supplies, et:. : .!r
Please contact G3KMA or G4DYC soonest with offers of help.
starters, G4DYO and G4LJF will provide complete HF stations!
CDXC SPECIAL EVENTS STATION

-

-

This is the last Newsletter before CDXCs first major social event this year.
About 25 amateurs and wives are
expected to attend and the G4DYO OTH will be thrown open at 3pm. The only formality will be the presentation of Honorary Club
Membership to Darleen and Joe. Otherwise, eat, drink and be merry. It is hoped to have a video of the JARL trip to China
viewing during the evening by those with late passes. Please remember the plea for donations - we need all we can get just for
OSLs if the Runnymede event is successful. £2.50 per member is not a lot to ask - anyone who doesn't eat and drink that liuch
on June 3rd must be ill.
JUNE 3RD

MERIT AWARD

About eight members have voted and the ballot is now closed. Results will be published shortly.

Peter, S3YJ1, is arranging a visit by amateurs to his works QTH to view the satellite receiving equipment probably in July. He has kindly offered to include CDXC members in the party and those interested should contact Peter soonest
so that a date maybe arranged.

WX SATELLITE

At last they are ready and your copy is enclosed. The Club Secretary hopes that they reflect the everts but he
is not a professional minutes writer. SO before complaining, consider whether you would be prepared to do the job next
Grateful thanks to G3GIO, G3KMA, G3LOP for assistance with checking the draft.
time

AGM MINUTES

CDXC LOGO STAMP One still available from G4DYO

for £2 inc. Invaluable for stamping BSL cards, etc.

muTek LTD Not Club news but well worth a mention. G4DYO recently sent an 18 month old pre-amp for repair. It was retinue_
in 2 days by recorded delivery, repaired and checked. No charge was made. Remember muTek when you need a pre - amp.
HF TABLES

The previous attempt produced little reaction. Henry, GIG, has suggested a table of current countries worked

deletions. A third column could indicate one's potential all time score.
Newsletter.

Henry will collect scores for publication

anon]
:2

THE DX SCENE
20m has been in excellent shape over the North Pole recently - even when the long - path to VK has bean poor.

heard A35, KHB, KH6, KH9, ZL7, iL8, FOB all at good strength. VE7BBC/KH8 has been hitting 20db over
0700z.

Your Ed

same mornings arou7iO

SAN FELIX CEOX

The grapevines are buzzing with rumours of an operation by a CE-group in mid-June and the call CEOXG2 has teen
mentioned. No foreign operators are involved. Remember that the Chilean authorities have issued suffixes out of the acoecteO
system.
The group will probably work 30,000 contacts amidst huge pileups and subsequent las will indicate that the operation
was from Easter island!! CEOX was last aired about 12 years ago and is one of the World's most wanted countries.
UPI y Lny±
CDXC member, G3LQP, has worked it.
Roger, G3KMA, needs it for his last DXCC country so if it all happens a major
celebration is called for.

SPRATLY IS

Peter, G3YJI, has just received his IS1CK card via John G4DUW/DU.(Address: John Goldbey, Box 518 MCC, Makati,
Metro Manilla, Philippines).
DD30E somehow obtained 1S1CK QSLs for 25 German stations.
Various rumours are circulating one puts Chito on the Island NOW
Gn the day any operation is due to commence, an announcement will be made at 0200z on 14309.

CHATHAM ZL7
T31/KHI

Ron, ZL1AMU, is GRV now as 2L7AMO. Try 15 and 20 cw around .025 - and the edge of 40m.

(DMR,C0J,OFW,PEC,RUR,YMC,GED,PED) An operation is said to be imminent. i.e. within a couple of weeks.

that

(Heard

before?)

DESECHEO KP5

jEc1,02F,VIE,GED,PEO)
More frustration. It looks as if the operation is delayed for several months. A copy
the landing permission from the US Dept. of the Interior was circulating at Dayton and it seems that HI3RST and WP4ATF
still involved. The German DX-NL reports that a KP4 operator (J.I.Maidonado) has permission to operate from Desecheo ;r0T
23-30th May.
KERMADEC 2L8 (PEC,YMC,GED) Warwick has promised to be on the 14220 net an Wednesday 30th May - action commences at 0500z.

CLIPPERTON FOB

CanaDX reports that permission has been obtained to store the gear until transport problems are resolved.
Tahiti has confirmed that there is no problem extending the license and landing permission. Even if the current plans fail,
WB6GFJ promises an operation before April, 1985.

SOUTH SUDAN STO

Michel, TLBSE/ST0 is now GRV for about one month and has been reported by the US bulletins on 14220khz at
0400z, and also on 40 and 80m. Anyone in need should listen around 14110 for the French boys.
DSL to: Yanick Delatoughe, 17, Res du Nouveau, PARC F-78570, France.
VU, ETC Still nothing firm on the Andamans. VU7WCY, from the Laccadives, knocked up over 25000 USOs and Leal says it isa
good thing that Government permission is needed to visit the place - it's so beautiful that no one who visits wants to le000,..

TAIWAN BY

The JA group, including YL JP1LAB, is planning an operation during the second week in June and hope for multi-`_aTlo
permission. BMA was not permitted on 801 and allowed only cw on 40m - they still made 12500 DSOs.

MOZAMBIQUE C9

(GFW,PECMC,GED,LjF,PEG)
Rumours about a trip by W4112 are true but he is delayed by sickness.
Chuck,
is employed at the US Embassy there and is trying for a license. George, 224JS, who is connected professionally with
communications in the area is extremely pessimistic about the Mozambique Govt granting permission.

V2ARO WB6SHD, DSL Manager for this operation, refuses to accept cards via the buro and the W6 buro recently destroyed 3.5 lbs
cards sent this way!
If you need one, DSL direct.
BOUVET 3Y,ETC

The Grupo Argentina de CW considered Bouvet and St.Peter 1st for dxpeditions but have pulled out because of the
distance and difficulty involved. CDXC has received a reply to the letter to Rabin LA9PCA. He is certain that there will be
activity from Bouvet during the Norwegian expedition this winter but he does not knew for how long,

ALBANIA ZA

Robin, LA9PCA, flies to Durres on July 7th with his ICON 730, keyer, mic, etc and, if he manages to obt ain
license, will look out for CDXC members!

UGANDA 51

Having apparently suggested that an unlicensed operator should use his own expired Class B call, G4CTO turned
the Dayton Hamvention and said he had forwarded a batch of incoming QSL cards to Jim in Kampala for processing!
The elusive 5X5F5 is EI9G - who refuses to answer mail.

SOUTH SHETLANDS
IIT1AN/U0

Lp at

(GED,PEO) 4K1SAG reported 7085khz around 0500z.

has been asking for QSLs via W7PHO but Bill says please use Box 89.

USSR CALLSIGNS

A note appears in GR2DX to the effect that the R-10-R award, for contacting stations in various USSR cell
areas, is being discontinued as the new calisign structure is not based on call areas.

DAYTON HAMVENTION

Although attendance was dawn it was still an overwhelming success and dealers reported record sales of
equipment.
The DX Forum drew a house of several hundred to see presentations by Tom Wong, the Colvins, FK1QS of HUTU ant
Carlos Fonseca. Several US DX groups sponsored 'hospitality suites'.

•
WPX CW 26 27th MAY

KM5R and K5RX will be QRV as 2F2HF during the contest using two Butternut verticals mounted out in the
ocean and rotated with an Electrospace beam steering unit!
KSMM hopes to be QRV from UK using GOCIA.
-

FAROES OY

The top band phone operation by OYSR was illegal. On 160m QYs are allowed 10 watts of Al only.

INDIAN OCEAN

F6AJA is calling for volunteers to join an Indian Ocean DXpedition

ARILD 3X4EX
Last CDXC Newsletter carried a note that he had gone QRT. This information appeared in one of the foreign DX
bulletins and is incorrect - unless of course it was Mike Yarwood on 21197 just now calling CD!

CDXC WANTS LIST

Close inspection of the wants list indicates about ten countries known to have current amateur activity.
Those in need should be scanning the bands and DX bulletins for every scrap of info on these stations. Make yourself E
resolution - no more active countries on your wants list by the end of the year.
The countries (with numbers needing them
brackets) are:-

XU (7)
ET (6)
KC6(W) (5)
KH9 (4)
BY (4)

QRV again - try Sundays around 1100z on 20m SSD. Phil Weaver runs lists so get hold of him.
Again active - both ET3PS and ET3PG reported on 15 and 20m in various list operations.
Believed to have resident amateurs and the JA group did a tremendous jab last year.
Both AH9AB and AH3AA/KH9 reported very QRV working EU during last few weeks. 21280 at 1106z and 14178 14-1600z,
No excuses for needing this one! They respond to letters for skeds and the VE7 group just about cleaned the

bands.

KC6E (3)
KC6IN is DRY on all bands - try 15m SSB mid morning.
TZ (3)
TZ6FIC reported 21170 at 1720z. TREY reported 14250 after midnight.
A6 (3)
A6XSS was reported several weeks back and A6XYE was very easy to work.
VP8 S Shet (2) 4K1GAG reported on 40m cw during the last week.
ZL8 (3) Warwick appears fairly regularly with Jim Smith on Wednesday mornings and
net.

is also easy to work by himself after the
Those needing this should be working full cut. When Warwick goes ORT it could be years before the next operation.

Of the other countries on the list the following are rumoured to see activity during the next few months:
CEO. C9 FO0 K.H1 KH4 KP5 S9 S2 131 VU And XF4 IS 3Y
Work at it guys, get the blank spaces filled in and lets have a few more members up in the 290s!

GRAY LINE
US bulletins report:EL2FN on 1837khz around 0400z.
CM2AS on 1830khz or 1845khz at weekends.
ZD9BV reported on 3790khz around 07302 - too late for EU but indicative that he is ORV on that band.
UW3HY/1 on Franz Josef favours 3505 or 7010 after 23002.

WORKED IN EUROPE:
WATCH FOR

SOm CW:

5Z4MX

Believed active now:

2113z
ET3PS

40m CW

K9KU/HPI

0029z;

DLIBA/3A
TLEIGEISTO
9NIRN
5RBEZ
4U91TU

PZ1DV

0227:

CYOSAB (25th-36th)

K2KTT/PJ7

MORE SAEs PLEASE from 83DO0, 83YJI if you wish to receive future editions
TNX DXNS, DX-NL, DXpress, TDXB, LIDXB, W4BPD, Long Skip, ORt-DX

FLASH 1* FLASH:

ZL8BQD cards arriving now and Ron, ZL7ANO, reports that the others are in the mail.

XUISS "AV sT-i

